TWO BRONZE SPEAR BUTTS, dedicated at different sanctuaries in the Peloponnesos but obviously parallel and seemingly related, have long puzzled epigraphists and historians.1 One (Fig. 1) 
evidence nor reason to suspect it, was that the enigmatic "Methanioi" can best be explained as nothing more than a lexical illusion created by the peculiar word formation of the Doric dialect of the Southern Peloponnesos. Once this is recognized, the dedications not only are easily understood but acquire new historical and epigraphic importance.
In 1974 
While this is an ordinary enough diplomatic formula,10 the exact dialectical language of the expression in line 7 (Ka&aXaOav) is quite extraordinary. 11
The unexpected spelling of OaAaOav in line 7 demonstrates two unusual features of the writing of Classical Lakonian dialect: first, that single letters could be used for double in spelling (i.e., 0acXaOa = OaAaOOa); and secondly, that the distinction between the spirant sigma and dental aspirate theta was seriously blurred, with not only the sibilation of theta to sigma (O>s) but also the reverse interchange of sigma into theta (6<s). Neither of these observations is entirely new. Buck,12 for example, comments that "the writing of single for double consonants is common in early inscriptions, with varying degrees of frequency. Thus in the earliest Attic inscriptions it is the usual practice." Among illustrations of this "graphic simplification" he cites 0a6Xaaa = 0a\aoa-oa, and actual instances of this case ( between 0 and a-, even in the double-consonantal value (-00 or -a-a) , could be ignored. Hence O could be written for a-or a-a-, and this has important epigraphical consequences.
We already know that the Messenians (Meo-orfr101 in Attic) were sometimes identified in an epigraphical context by the Doric dialectical spelling Meoawtot.22 Therefore, given that Lakonian now also demonstrates the interchange of O<o-, it becomes possible to interpret the puzzling dedications of the MEdavIot In fact, friendship and military cooperation between the Messenians and Athenians dates to a specific occasion much earlier in the 5th century. It must be emphasized, however, that unlike Messenian hostility to Sparta, friendship with Athens was not a traditional condition but the result of an abrupt change in Athenian policy which occurred during the Messenian revolt of the 450's.31 Prior to this occasion the situation was very different. When the Messenians began their uprising against Spartan rule and seized Mt. Ithome, the Athenians were still formally allied with the Lakedaimonians; and through the influence of Kimon, they duly sent a force, at Sparta's request, to campaign against the Messenians 32 The presence of this Athenian contingent failed, despite the reputation of the Athenians for success in siege warfare, to dislodge the Messenians from Mt. Ithome, and suspicion arose that the Athenians might secretly collaborate with the Messenians. An embarrassing (and for Kimon politically disastrous) dismissal of the Athenian force followed, and that, in turn, led to Kimon's ostracism and the end of Athenian cooperation with Sparta. 33 The Messenians meanwhile continued to hold Mt. Ithome against all Spartan efforts until they were finally compelled to negotiate a surrender on terms requiring that they withdraw from the Peloponnesos. It was at this moment that the Athenians repaid Sparta's insult by offering the rebellious Messenians refuge at Naupaktos. 34 The Messenians accepted the offer, and former enemies became firm allies. During nearly ten years of revolt and occupation of Mt. Ithome, Messenian rebels had successfully defended themselves against the joint military forces of Sparta and Athens, an impressive achievement and a rare combination. Certainly dedications must have been made during these years, both at local shrines and panhellenic sanctuaries. But with the outcome undecided and rebel activity increasingly restricted to the defense of the stronghold of Mt. Ithome, simple and modest offerings would obviously have been in keeping with the reality of the situation.
It would be hard to imagine a better historical context for explaining the puzzling dedications at Olympia and Messenia. The Messenian revolt and prolonged occupation of Mt. Ithome beginning in the 460's contain precisely the combination of circumstances reflected in these modest and seemingly contemporary dedications commemorating victories
